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Divisibility of Great Webs and Reducible Dehn Surgery
Nicholas Zufelt
1
Abstract
We use the combinatorial techniques of graphs of intersection to study reducible Dehn surgeries on knots
in S3. In particular, in the event that a reducible surgery on a knot K in S3 of slope r produces a manifold
with more than two connected summands, we show that |r| ď b, where b denotes the bridge number of K. As
a consequence, this possibility is ruled out for knots with b ď 5 and for positive braid closures.
1 Introduction
Let K be a nontrivial knot in S3, and denote by S3r pKq the result of r-Dehn surgery on K, for r P Q. Recall
that a 2-sphere in a 3-manifold is essential if it is not the boundary of any ball in the manifold. In this paper,
we will be concerned about the case when S3r pKq is a reducible manifold, that is, a manifold which contains
an essential sphere. By [Gab87], we may assume that in this situation S3r pKq will decompose as a connected
sum and that r ‰ 0. The standard example to consider is the reducible surgery on a cable knot Cp,qpKq with
pattern knot K [Gor83]:
S
3
pq
1
pCp,qpKqq – Lpq, pq#S
3
p
q
pKq.
In fact, the Cabling Conjecture asserts that this is the only possibility.
Conjecture 1.1 (Cabling Conjecture [GAS86]). If K is a nontrivial knot in S3 with S3r pKq reducible, then
K is a cable knot and r is given by the cabling annulus.
Here torus knots are considered to be cables. The Cabling Conjecture is known for many classes of
knots [EM92], [HS98], [MT92], [Mos71], [Sch90], [Wu96], so by [Thu82] it suffices to assume K is hyperbolic.
Additionally it is known that an arbitrary reducible surgery on a knot in S3 coarsely resembles the cabled
surgery: at least one summand is a lens space [GL89], and the reducing slope r is an integer [GL87]. It follows
that the S3p
q
pKq summand of the cable knot surgery is irreducible, so a cable knot’s reducible surgery has two
irreducible summands. This can be viewed as another approximation to the Cabling Conjecture, and remains
unsolved.
Conjecture 1.2 (Two Summands Conjecture). If K is a nontrivial knot in S3 with S3r pKq reducible, then
S3r pKq consists of two irreducible connected summands.
In this paper, we study reducible surgeries on knots in S3 in both the general setting and this case of
many summands. Suppose S3r pKq is reducible and contains more than two prime summands. Then [VS99]
shows that all but one of the summands is a lens space, and [How02] shows that all but two of the summands
are integral homology spheres. Hence, S3r pKq – L1#L2#Z, where each Li is a lens space and H1pZ;Zq “ 0.
Additionally, there is a history of providing bounds on the surgery coefficient in terms of the bridge number
b of K. To start, it is a consequence of the standard combinatorial techniques used that |r| ď bpb ´ 1q. In
[Say09] this bound is improved to |r| ď pb ´ 1qpb ´ 2q, and then to |r| ď 1
4
bpb ` 2q in [How10]. Notice that
these bounds are all quadratic in the bridge number. This is a consequence of the fact that they all arise
from bounding |pi1pLiq| linearly in b, along with the fact that |r| “ |pi1pL1q| ¨ |pi1pL2q|. Our main result is the
establishing of a linear bound in this three summands case.
Theorem 1.3. If Dehn surgery of slope r on a knot K in S3 produces a manifold with more than two, and
hence three connected summands, then |r| ď b, where b is the bridge number of K. Consequently, the Two
Summands Conjecture holds for knots with b ď 5.
As a consequence, we complete the proof of the Two Summands Conjecture for positive braid closures.
Corollary 1.4. Let K be the closure of a positive braid in S3. Then Dehn surgery on K produces at most
two prime connected summands.
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The proof of Corollary 1.4 relies on the highly nontrivial fact [LS14] that hyperbolic positive knots (including
the positive braid closures) could only have a single possible reducing slope of 2g ´ 1. As we will see, positive
braid closures have a relationship between their genus and their bridge number that not all knots possess.
We remark that the statement regarding knots with b ď 5 in Theorem 1.3 may already be known to hold in
general: the Cabling Conjecture is shown to hold for knots with b ď 4 in [Hof95], and in [Hof98] it is claimed
that the b “ 5 case has been additionally established in unpublished work. Another consequence of our work
is a reproving of the Cabling Conjecture for knots with b ď 3 (and in a technically quantifiable way, it is
“almost” established for knots with b ď 5). See Corollary 3.2 in Section 3 for a precise statement.
The techniques of this paper are the so-called graphs of intersection, introduced in [Lit80] and [Sch85] and
made famous with the proof of the knot complement problem [GL89]. We combine the application of these
techniques to the three summands problem as in [How10] with the main technical lemma of [GL89], which says
that a certain combinatorial object called a great web must exist. This is set up in Section 2, and the proof
of Theorem 1.3 is completed in Section 3; there we also state some additional corollaries of a more technical
nature which we prove in Section 5. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Corollary 1.4.
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2 Background
We begin by defining a pair of labeled graphs GQ and GP , and give some basic properties. The construction
that follows first appeared in [How10], but is part of a much more general field of study. For a survey of the
possible situations in which such graphs of intersection can be defined, and for most of the proof of existence
of our main combinatorial object, see [Gor97].
Since our results apply to both the specific case of obtaining three summands by Dehn surgery on a knot
in S3, and the general case of obtaining any reducible manifold from a hyperbolic knot in S3, we need to
perform both setups, and discuss how they are related. We will refer to the former as the “three summands
case”, and the latter as the “general case”.
2.1 Construction of the graphs GQ and GP in the three summands case
Suppose that S3r pKq – L1#L2#Z, where Li is a lens space with li “ |pi1pLiq|, and Z is an integral homology
sphere. For i “ 1, 2, let Pi be a planar surface in the exterior of K, completing to a reducing sphere pPi in
S3r pKq subject to the restrictions:
1. pPi separates Li from Z, in the sense that S3r pKq cut along pPi contains two components, with a punctured
Li in one component and a punctured Z in the other, and
2. pi :“ |BPi| is minimal among spheres with the above property.
Here “punctured” means the interiors of some finite number of disjoint 3-balls have been removed. Let
p “ p1 ` p2. It can be shown using standard techniques that P1 can be chosen to be disjoint from P2. Let
P “ P1 Y P2. By [Gab87], we may find a meridional planar surface Q in the exterior of K, completing to a
sphere pQ in S3, such that no arc component of QXP is boundary-parallel in Q or in P , and so that BQXBP
is minimized. This allows us to construct a graph GQ on pQ whose set of (fat) vertices are the disk components
of pQ z IntpQq (i.e. meridian disks of the filling solid torus) and whose edges are the arc components of QXP .
Similarly, we construct graphs GiP on pPi, and define GP “ G1P > G2P . The faces, or complementary regions,
of GQ and GP have boundaries consisting of arcs alternatingly lying on the vertices and the edges of GQ and
GP ; these will be called corners and edges, respectively. A face will thus be referred to as an n-gon if n is
the number of edges in its boundary. Then the choice of Q above translates to the fact that no face of GQ
or GP is a monogon. Throughout the paper, any disk of pQ or pP will be assumed to be a union of faces and
vertices of GQ or GP , respectively, and we will not distinguish between such a disk and the graph contained
on it (except to be slightly careful in Definition 2.2).
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Label the boundary components of P as u1, . . . , up so that they occur in order along the boundary torus.
Notice some of these components lie on P1 and the rest lie on P2. This allows us to assign a pair of labels to
each edge of GQ, corresponding to the two vertices of GP to which the edge is incident. We will call an oriented
edge a λ-edge if it has a label λ at its tail. Since r is an integer, each boundary component of P intersects
each boundary component of Q exactly once. Thus at a single vertex of GQ, one sees these labels occur once
in either clockwise or counterclockwise order based on the orientations of K and Q; call those vertices negative
and positive, respectively. Since pQ is separating, precisely q
2
vertices of GQ are positive. Letting q “ |BQ|,
label the boundary components of Q as v1, . . . , vq, and proceed similarly. Edges can be given a sign as well:
an edge of GQ (respectively, GP ) is positive if it connects two vertices of GQ (respectively, GP ) of the same
sign; otherwise, the edge is negative. By the orientability of all relevant submanifolds, we have the parity rule:
an arc component of QX P is a positive edge of GQ if and only if it is a negative edge of GP . Note that the
construction of Q forces q
2
ď b (this is nontrivial, and comes from the use of thin position for knots). We may
add elements of Z{pZ to labels of BP in the obvious way: given a label λ P t1, . . . , pu the label λ` 1 is either
defined or is taken to be 1; similarly for BQ.
The technique of graphs of intersection proceeds by deriving combinatorial restrictions on the graphs, which
in turn give rise to topological restrictions on the manifolds. For example, a disk face of a graph whose corners
are all pλ, λ ` 1q for some label λ and whose vertices are all of the same sign is called a Scharlemann cycle,
and it is well known (see for example [Gor97]) that a Scharlemann cycle face of GQ gives rise to a lens space
summand of S3r pKq (in the context we are in, where pP is a union of spheres). Clearly then no Scharlemann
cycle can exist in GP , else there would be a lens space summand in S
3. The highlighted face in Figure 1a is
a Scharlemann cycle.
In the three summands case, however, there are two lens space summands of different orders, and hence two
different types of Scharlemann cycles may occur on GQ. To clarify, let Gi be the subgraph of GQ consisting
of all vertices and with edge set given by GQ X G
i
P , so that Gi contains only those edges of GQ which lie on
GiP . Then we have the following properties, which essentially say that the graph GQ is well-behaved.
Proposition 2.1 ([How10]). Suppose σi is a Scharlemann cycle of Gi, so that its labels are x and y in GQ.
Then
1. y “ x` 1, i.e. there are no edges of G3´i in σi, so that it is a genuine Scharlemann cycle of GQ,
2. σi contains exactly li edges in its boundary, and
3. if σ1i is another Scharlemann cycle on Gi, then its corners are also labeled px, x` 1q.
Define the length of a Scharlemann cycle to be the number of edges in its boundary. Relabel the boundary
components of P so that the corners of any length l1 Scharlemann cycle are labeled (1,2). Let px, x`1q denote
the corners of any length l2 Scharlemann cycle. Let
L “ t3, . . . , x´ 1, x` 2, . . . , pu,
and call L the set of regular labels. The set of Scharlemann labels is thus t1, 2, x, x` 1u.
2.2 Construction of GP and GQ in the general case
In the general case, one begins by defining P to be a planar surface completing to a reducing sphere as before,
but now subject to global minimality: |BP | is minimal among all planar surfaces completing to reducing
spheres in S3r pKq. Then Q is defined analogously, as are GQ, GP , the labels and notions of positivity and
negativity of vertices and edges, the parity rule, etc. In the general case, there is exactly one pair of labels
(say, 1 and 2) and one length (say, l) for all the Scharlemann cycles of GQ [GL96], so the regular labels are
L “ t3, 4, . . . , pu. In fact, it is clear that in the three summands case, if without loss of generality p1 ď p2,
then removing P2 from the discussion and proceeding analogously brings us to the general case.
2.3 Great webs
In [GL89] a subgraph called a great web is defined and it is shown that sufficiently large great webs contain
Scharlemann cycles. This is integral to the proof of the knot complement problem, as in that context the
two surfaces are both spheres in distinct copies of S3, so the existence of a lens space summand in either is
impossible.
Definition 2.2. A great k-web is a subgraph Λ of one of the graphs defined above (GQ, say) satisfying the
following properties:
1. The graph Λ lies in a disk DΛ of pQ such that every vertex in DΛ is the same sign and is a vertex of Λ,
and
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2. With precisely k total exceptions, every edge incident to any vertex of Λ is an edge of Λ, i.e. has both
of its endpoints at a vertex of Λ. These exceptional edges are called λ-ghosts, where λ is the label of the
edge at the vertex in Λ.
See Figure 1a. In practice, we do not differentiate between Λ and DΛ. Let us say that two surfaces R and
S in a knot exterior intersect essentially if one can construct graphs GR and GS analogous to above which
satisfy all the non-triviality requirements described, see [Gor97] for the most general setup. The following is
the main combinatorial result of [GL89], where a notion of representing a type is defined and used to arrive
at the existence of great webs.
Theorem 2.3 (Gordon-Luecke [GL89]). Suppose Q is a connected planar surface, P is a possibly disconnected
planar surface, and Q and P intersect essentially. Let p “ |BP |, and assume that ∆ ą 1 ´ χpP q
p
, where ∆
is the geometric intersection number between the slopes given by BQ and BP . Then either GP represents all
types or GQ contains a great pp´ χp pP qq-web.
It should be noted that the statement of this result in [GL89] does not a priori allow P to be disconnected.
This must be carefully checked. It follows from [Par90] and [GL89] that GP representing all types implies
that the manifold containing pQ contains a summand with nontrivial torsion in its first homology. In our
context, this manifold is S3, so we find that GQ must contain a great pp ´ 2q-web in the general case, or a
great pp´ 4q-web in the three summands case. Throughout the remainder of the paper, all great webs will be
assumed to be one of these two options, depending on the relevant case, and we will suppress the integer k in
the definition.
Lemma 2.4 (Gordon-Luecke). Let Λ be a great web in either case.
1. There is exactly one λ-ghost for each λ P L.
2. In the general case, Λ contains a length l Scharlemann cycle σ; in the three summands case, Λ contains
a length l1 Scharlemann cycle σ1 and a length l2 Scharlemann cycle σ2.
It turns out that quite a bit more can be said about the structure of Λ. For example, the labeled edges
traveling along BΛ are completely understood, and the ghosts occur in (labeled) order, however it involves a
bit more work to prove and won’t be necessary for us. To prove the lemma, we need to define the notion of a
great λ-cycle, for λ a label in t1, . . . , pu. A great λ-cycle is a disk ∆ of pQ such that all vertices in ∆ are the
same sign, and that B∆ may be oriented clockwise or counterclockwise to be a λ-edged cycle. In [Hof95] (see
also [Hof98]) it is shown that if R and S intersect essentially, for pR – S2 in S3 and pS – S2 in a reducible
manifold, then GR cannot contain a great cycle which is not a Scharlemann cycle. These are called strict, or
sometimes new great cycles. It is routine to verify that in the three summands case, this result still holds to
say that GQ cannot contain a strict great cycle.
Proof. Let λ be a label in t1, . . . , pu, and suppose there is no λ-ghost. Then every edge with a label λ at a
vertex of Λ is an edge of Λ. Begin at a vertex of Λ, and construct a λ-edged path. This may be accomplished
by the parity rule, since the edges of Λ are certainly positive and so must have a pair of distinct labels, i.e.
the incoming edge to a vertex doesn’t “use up” the label λ at that vertex. This path eventually gives rise to a
great λ-cycle, and as such must be a Scharlemann cycle. Hence λ is a Scharlemann label. Thus the remaining
|L| labels must all have exactly one ghost. In the three summands case, suppose without loss of generality
that λ “ 1, repeat the process for x, then apply Proposition 2.1.
3 Divisibility of Great Webs
Our main technical result is the following. Let v “ |V pΛq|, for Λ a great web in either case.
Proposition 3.1. In the general case, l divides v; in the three summands case, li divides v for i “ 1, 2.
To prove Proposition 3.1 as well as Corollary 3.3, we use the following construction. Let Γ denote the
subgraph of GP consisting of all the vertices of GP along with those edges of GP which in GQ are the edges
of Λ:
V pΓq “ V pGP q, and
EpΓq “ EpΛq.
See Figures 1a and 1b for examples of Λ and Γ, respectively. Note that EpΓq does not contain (those edges of
GP corresponding to) ghost edges of Λ. Let the regular and Scharlemann vertices of Γ be those whose label
corresponds to regular and Scharlemann labels, respectively. Then by Lemma 2.4 the valence of a regular
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(a) A great 10-web Λ on GQ for p “ 12 in the general case
(b) The graph Γ on GP for the great web Λ pictured in
Figure 1a. Here, n1p∆1q “ 0, while n1p∆2q “ 1, because of
the location of the c-edge at u1.
Figure 1: The graphs Λ and Γ. The fact that all the regular vertices of Γ are in a single Scharlemann region
(namely ∆2) is a phenomenon of p being quite small, and does not occur in general.
vertex of Γ is v ´ 1, and the valence of a Scharlemann vertex of Γ is v. We will refer to the edges EpΓq as
Γ-edges. It should be noted that no Γ-edges are adjacent to one another at any vertex when considered as
edges of GP ; in particular, both labels of each Γ-edge correspond to vertices of Λ, and are hence the same
sign, so because pQ is separating there must at the very least be an edge with a label corresponding to a vertex
of opposite sign between them. In fact, there are an odd number of edges of GP between any pair of Γ-edges.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let E denote the Γ-edges which are incident to two Scharlemann vertices. Thus the
edges of E are incident to the vertices u1 and u2 in the general case, and one of the pairs u1 and u2 or ux
and ux`1 in the three summands case. For clarity we will restrict our attention to the edges connecting the
vertices u1 and u2, and show that l or l1 divide v; the proof of l2 dividing v is the same. Additionally, for
clarity we suppress the difference between the notation in the two cases, namely σ and σ1, l and l1, and P
and P1 and just use the notation from the general case. Then
pP z pu1 Y u2 Y ď
ePE
eq
consists of disks D1, . . . , Dm which we call the subregions of Γ . Each disk Dj has a collection of Γ-edges
interior to Dj and incident to u1, call the number of such edges n1pDjq. Similarly define n2pDjq using u2. We
first claim that n1pDjq “ n2pDjq for each j. To see this, note that all Γ-edges are negative edges of GP , so Γ
is a bipartite graph, and hence we may count its edges interior to Dj by counting edges incident to positive
vertices or by counting edges incident to negative vertices. Since u1 and u2 are of opposite sign, this gives:
n1pDjq ”
ˇˇ
E
`
ΓX IntpDjq
˘ˇˇ
pmod v ´ 1q, and
n2pDjq ”
ˇˇ
E
`
ΓX IntpDjq
˘ˇˇ
pmod v ´ 1q.
Hence we have
n1pDjq ” n2pDjq pmod v ´ 1q.
Since there is at least one Scharlemann cycle (σ, say) in Λ on the labels t1, 2u, we know that 0 ď nipDjq ă
v ´ 1 for i “ 1, 2. Hence
n1pDjq “ n2pDjq
for each j P t1, . . . ,mu.
Now consider just those edges of E pertaining to σ; these edges cut pP into Scharlemann regions ∆1, . . . ,∆l.
Each ∆k is a union of some number of subregions of Γ along some edges between u1 and u2. If n1p∆kq and
n2p∆kq are defined analogously, we see that n1p∆kq “ n2p∆kq for each k: if ∆k contains mk subregions
5
Dk1 , D
k
2 . . . , D
k
mk
, then
n1p∆kq “ pmk ´ 1q `
mkÿ
j“1
n1pD
k
j q
“ pmk ´ 1q `
mkÿ
j“1
n2pD
k
j q
“ n2p∆kq.
Note that we could have proven n1p∆kq “ n2p∆kq for Scharlemann regions from first principals as we did
n1pDjq “ n2pDjq for subregions of Γ. We provided the proof in this manner because we believe it to be more
clear (and slightly stronger).
Consider the torus T obtained by tubing pP along the boundary of the 1-handle H1, where H1 is the portion
of the filling solid torus between u1 and u2 not containing fat vertices of GP in its interior. On T , Bσ is an
l
s
-curve, corresponding to obtaining the lens space summand Lpl, sq. The ∆k may be ordered such that the
interior Γ-edges of ∆k at u1 run over H1 to the interior Γ-edges of ∆k`1 at u2, where by k` 1 we mean k` 1
pmod lq. This follows from the fact that an interior Γ-edge with a label λ at u1 corresponds to an edge labeled
1 at a vertex vλ in Λ; since there are no 1- or 2-ghosts, the edge labeled 2 at vλ is an edge of Λ, and hence the
λ-edge at u2 is a Γ-edge. Since the converse is also true, we see that n1p∆kq “ n2p∆k`1q, and thus nip∆kq “ n
is the same for all k and for i “ 1, 2; this implies that p1` nq ¨ l “ v by counting the valence of u1 in Γ, and
thus l divides v.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Recall that l1 and l2 are relatively prime, and that |r| “ l1 ¨ l2. Both of these are facts
about H1pS
3
r pKqq. We thus see that r divides v (possibly trivially, i.e. r “ ˘v). Since v ď
q
2
ď b, the result
follows. The final comment is due to the fact that 2 ď l1 ă l2 (without loss of generality).
To conclude this section, we state two corollaries with a more technical flavor to them that additionally
result from Proposition 3.1. Their proofs appear in Section 5. First, we reprove the Cabling Conjecture for 2-
and 3-bridge knots. This was originally done in [Hof95]. This is accomplished by seeing that the number of
vertices in a great web cannot be prime, something which is forced by those low bridge numbers.
Corollary 3.2. In the general case, l cannot equal v, so v cannot be prime. Hence the Cabling Conjecture
holds for knots with b ď 3, and modulo the case l “ 2, v “ 4, for knots with b ď 5.
In [How10], a subgraph called a sandwiched disk is defined and used to establish the bound |r| ď 1
4
bpb` 2q
in the three summands case. A sandwiched disk in GQ has boundary the union of two arcs, each of which is
a subarc of a Scharlemann cycle, with the additional property that there are no vertices in the interior of the
disk. It is shown that a sandwiched disk gives rise to a contradiction through a careful analysis of its interior
structure. Since Λ needs to contain a Scharlemann cycle of each length li and all its vertices are the same
sign, it appears to be a good place to search for sandwiched disks. The following result says that when we
restrict our attention to the great web, disks whose boundary is sandwiched cannot exist, independent of the
number of vertices in its interior.
Corollary 3.3. In the three summands case, no Scharlemann cycle of Λ intersects another in more than one
vertex.
4 Positive Braids
In this section we complete the proof that closures of positive braids satisfy the Two Summands Conjecture.
As a result of Theorem 1.3, |r| ď b. As discussed in the introduction, [LS14] established the extremely strong
condition that if a hyperbolic positive knot has a reducible Dehn surgery of slope r, then r “ 2g ´ 1. Thus
we must relate the bridge number of K to the genus of K, a task which may be accomplished if one restricts
from positive knots to the closure of positive braids. Recall that a braid on n strands is built from the braid
letters tσ˘1i u
n´1
i“1 , where σi positively exchanges the ith and pi` 1qst strands.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. . Let K be the closure of a positive braid. Then K is a positive knot, so by [LS14] if
K has a reducible Dehn surgery of slope r, then r “ 2g´ 1, where g denotes the genus of K. Hence it suffices
to show that if K has a reducible surgery with three summands, then r ‰ 2g´1. We may assume by Theorem
1.3 that the bridge number b of K is at least 6, and that |r| ď b. Let β be a positive braid representing K
subject to the constraint that the strand number n of β is minimized among positive braids representing K.
By [Sta78], the surface obtained from βˆ by taking n disks and adding positive bands for each braid letter σi is
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(a) The closure of σ1
3β2σ2
2 is a link.
(b) The closure of β2σ2σ1
3β1σ2 is a link.
Figure 2
fibered, and hence minimal genus. Thus if e “ epβq denotes the total exponent sum, we have 2g ´ 1 “ e´ n.
Let ei “ eipβq denote the exponent sum of σi in β. Now if any ei “ 1, then there exists a sphere passing only
through this crossing demonstrating βˆ as a connected sum. Since K is hyperbolic, one of the two knots is the
unknot, and this allows us to destabilize β and obtain a positive braid on fewer strands representing K. Thus
every σi occurs at least twice in β, giving e ě 2pn ´ 1q. In fact, define e “ 2n ´ 2 ` s for s a non-negative
integer. Noting that βˆ is a bridge presentation for K, we see that
2g ´ 1 “ e´ n
“ 2n´ 2` s´ n
“ n` ps´ 2q
ě b` ps´ 2q
ě |r| ` ps´ 2q,
so if s ě 3 then the proof is complete. We proceed with an analysis of possible braid words. Since b ě 6, we
have that σ1, σ2, σ3, σn´2, and σn´1 all exist and are distinct. Denote braid equivalence by „.
Our first claim is that at least one of e1 ě 3 or e2 ě 4 must hold. Suppose e1 “ 2 and e2 ď 3, and note
that β  σ1
2β1, as then it is clear that K is a link of at least two components. Thus it must be that
β „ σ1β
1
σ1β
2
,
where e2pβ
1q and e2pβ
2q are nonzero, as otherwise σ1
2 could be chosen to occur in β. Note e1pβ
1q “ 0 and
e1pβ
2q “ 0. Since e2 ď 3, at least one of β
1 and β2 would have exactly one occurrence of σ2. This means that
we could change β so that
β „ σ1σ2σ1β
3
„ σ2σ1σ2β
3
„ σ1σ2β
3
σ2,
„ σ2β
3
σ2,
(4.1)
and e1pσ2β
3σ2q “ 0, a contradiction. Thus one of e1 ě 3 or e2 ě 4 must hold, and similarly must one of
en´1 ě 3 or en´2 ě 4. If s ď 2, this forces e1 “ 3, en´1 “ 3, and ei “ 2 for i P t2, 3, . . . , n´ 2u.
Next we see that β  σ2
2β1 p„ σ1
3β2σ2
2q, since e2 “ 2 and hence K is a link of at least two components,
see Figure 2a. Thus we see that
β „ σ2β
1
σ2β
2
,
where β1 and β2 each contain a σ1 or σ3. Without loss of generality, we have two cases: e1pβ
1q “ 2 or 3. If
e1pβ
1q “ 2, then we use the relation σ1σ2σ1 “ σ2σ1σ2 twice to remove σ1 from β as in the process described
in 4.1, a contradiction. Thus as a last case, assume e1pβ
1q “ 3. Then either e3pβ
1q “ 0 or 1, since e3pβ
2q ě 1.
If e3pβ
1q “ 1, we proceed by using β2 to reduce e3pβq to 1 and again see βˆ as a connected sum, to remove the
first three or last n´ 4 strands of β. Finally, if e3pβ
1q “ 0, then Figure 2b shows that K is in fact a link of at
least two components, a contradiction.
Thus s ě 3, and K could not produce three connected summands by Dehn surgery.
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While the proof of Corollary 1.4 is certainly sufficient, it is perhaps a first approximation to the phenomenon
that minimal positive braid words representing a nontrivial knot with sufficiently large bridge number seem
to have large exponent sum relative to their strand number (i.e. e ą 2n).
Question 4.1. For which classes of knots is there a relationship between the bridge number of a knot and the
difference e´ n of a minimal-strand braid representing the knot?
Note that by the resolution of the Jones Conjecture [DP13], e´ n is a knot invariant, where one is careful
in defining e to be the algebraic exponent sum. For positive braids, the total exponent sum and the algebraic
exponent sum are the same. The statement e´ n ą b is false in general, even among positive braids: σ1
3 is a
minimal braid for the trefoil.
It would be interesting to apply a similar argument as in the proof of Corollary 1.4, if possible, to a class of
knots called L-space knots. An L-space knot is a knot in S3 with a positive surgery resulting in an L-space, a
manifold whose Heegaard Floer homology is minimal in a suitable sense. Lens spaces, elliptic manifolds, and
connected sums thereof are all L-spaces, and there are many others. See [OS04] for the definition of Heegaard
Floer homology, and [OS05] for the definitions and basic facts about L-spaces and L-space knots.
The argument above required positivity of braids. There are several generalizations of positivity, such as
homogeneity [Sta78], which still gives a fibered knot. L-space knots need not have a positive (or homogeneous)
braid representative, but they have a quasipositive braid representative [Hed10], which is a different general-
ization of positivity, and are fibered [Ni07]. Additionally, they have the same property that the only possible
reducing slope among hyperbolic representatives is 2g ´ 1 [HLZ13]. Thus they are another good candidate
class of knots for which to attempt to resolve the Two Summands Conjecture using Theorem 1.3 and the
techniques of Corollary 1.4.
5 Further Analysis of Great Webs
In order to prove Corollary 3.2 we need to show that, roughly, great webs tend to contain a great deal of
topological and algebraic topological information.
Definition 5.1. Let Λ be a great web in the either the general or the three summands case. Then Λ is small
if there exists a collection of p
2
parallel edges in Λ containing no Scharlemann cycles, otherwise Λ is large.
Such a collection of parallel edges is called a full quota.
The following Proposition uses a pair of techniques which are very different from each other. The p ” 0
pmod 4q case is an adaptation of an argument of Howie [How10, Lemma 2.4]. The p ” 2 pmod 4q case is due
to Cameron Gordon and John Luecke; it is an adaptation of an argument of Thompson [Tho87].
Proposition 5.2. Let Λ be a great web in either case. Then Λ is large.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of [How10, Lemma 2.4] that Λ must be large in the three summands
case. In fact, something stronger holds: the bigons given by a full quota not need be located entirely in a
single parallelism class of edges. We will need this rigidity in the general case.
Suppose first that Λ is a great web in the general case and p ” 0 pmod 4q. Define the 1-handle Hi to be
the component of the filling solid torus contained between the fat vertices ui and ui`1 which contains no other
uj . Let z P pP and define gi to be an element of pi1pS3r pKq, zq represented by a curve which travels from z
through pP to the vertex ui, over BHi running parallel to the arcs of QXHi to ui`1, then back to z through pP .
Note that µ “ g1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ gp is represented by a meridian of K. Thus pi1pS
3
r pKqq{ 〈〈µ〉〉 is trivial. However, if Λ is
small, then Λ contains a full quota, which in turn contains bigons Bi which give rise to relations ga`iga´i “ 1,
for i “ 1, . . . , p´2
2
. To see this relation (without the use of conjugates), add a pair of triangles ∆a`i`1a´i and
∆a´i`1a`i in
pP to Bi, see Figure 3. Thus we see that µ “ gawgbw´1, for b “ a` p2 .
Note that ga and gb are elements of a factor of pi1pS
3
r pKqq “ Z{lZ ˚ G. Since p ” 0 pmod 4q, these are
elements of the same factor, and hence the normal closure
〈〈
gawgbw
´1
〉〉
has nontrivial index in pi1pS
3
r pKqq.
This is a contradiction.
Hence we may suppose that we are in the general case with p ” 2 pmod 4q. Let K1 denote the dual knot
of K in S3r pKq. Then if Λ is small, there is a disk B on Q giving the parallelism between the outermost edges
of the full quota. This B is a band demonstrating K1 as a band sum in S3r pKq, see Figure 4a. Note that the
assumption p ” 2 pmod 4q is important, because the tangles (corresponding to cores of Ha and Hb) must lie
on opposite sides of pP in order for us to say that they do not link. Let J be a meridian of the band B, i.e.
perform the following construction: fix an identification NpBq – Bˆr´1, 1s so that B0 “ Bˆt0u is a slightly
wider band than B, let α be a properly embedded arc in B0 connecting the two components of B0 X BEpKq
where EpKq denotes the exterior of K (the ‘long’ edges of the band B0), and define
J “ pαˆ t˘1uq Y pBαˆ r´1, 1sq .
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Figure 3: The disks extending Bi to give the relation ga`iga´i “ 1.
Let Y be the result of performing 0-framed Dehn surgery on J . Then since J was an unknot in S3r pKq (for
example, it bounded the disk αˆ r´1, 1s), Y contains an S1 ˆ S2 connected summand. In fact, since J 1, the
dual knot to J in Y , bounds a disk disjoint from K1, we may use this disk to isotope the band B and K1 in Y
to see that it is an unknotted band which doesn’t link either summand of the band sum. See Figure 4b. That
is, in Y , K1 is a connected sum, and lies in a ball disjoint from the S1 ˆ S2 connected summand. Perform
the dual surgery on K1 to obtain a knot in S3 (that is, J) with a surgery containing an S1 ˆ S2 connected
summand.
(a) K1 is a band sum in S3r pKq, and J is a meridian of the
band B.
(b) Passing pieces of the band and the knot K1 over the disk
bounded by J 1 (not pictured).
Figure 4
Then by the resolution of the Poenaru Conjecture [Gab87], J is an unknot in S3. Then for any disk D in
S3 with J “ BD, we must have K X D ‰ H, as otherwise we could perform in S3r pKq the same debanding
as we did in Y to see that K1 is a nontrivial connected sum, and this would contradict the fact that K is
hyperbolic. Thus no disk bounded by J is disjoint from K, so K lies in the solid torus V “ S3zNpJq, and
does not lie inside a ball in V . Further, since J was an unknot in S3r pKq by construction, the manifold VrpKq
resulting from surgery on K in V is reducible. Hence K is a cable by [Sch90], contradicting the assumption
that K is hyperbolic.
Proof of Corollary 3.2. Suppose Λ is a great web in the general case with l “ v (if v is prime this is forced
by Proposition 3.1), so that Λ consists of a Scharlemann cycle σ on the labels p1, 2q and a collection of edges
which connect two vertices in σ. Note then that there is only one Scharlemann cycle in Λ. Suppose every
edge of Λ is parallel to an edge of σ. Pick any vertex v0 of σ not containing the λ-ghost of Λ, for λ “
p`2
2
.
Then the λ-edge of v0 is parallel to one of the two edges of σ incident to v0, and either way gives rise to a full
quota. Thus suppose not all edges of Λ are parallel to edges of σ, and let e be such an edge. Then there is
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an arc γ which is a subarc of Bσ with Bγ “ Be, such that γ Y e bounds a disk D in Λ. By the definition of e,
γ contains an interior vertex. By considering edges e1 interior to D which are not parallel to edges of γ, one
finds that there must be some interior vertex v0 of γ which is incident only to the two vertices adjacent to it
along γ. Such a v0 necessarily gives rise to a full quota.
In either situation, we see that Λ is small, contradicting Proposition 5.2.
Finally, we conclude the paper by showing a strengthening of [How10, Theorem 4.6] under the more
restrictive setting of being contained in a great web.
Proof of Corollary 3.3. Suppose that σ1Xσ2 contains at least vaYvb, for vertices va and vb of Λ. Note that we
know that the two Scharlemann cycles are different lengths, by Lemma 2.1(3). By Proposition 3.1, we see that
v “ nl1l2. Then we see that the number n1 of Γ-edges incident to u1 lying interior to a single Scharlemann
region of G1P corresponding to σ1 is the same for each region. Thus n1 “
nl1l2´l1
l1
“ nl2 ´ 1. Likewise, the
number nx of Γ-edges incident to ux lying interior to a single Scharlemann region of G
2
P corresponding to σ2
has nx “ nl1 ´ 1. See Figure 5. Now as labels, |a´ b| is fixed, and this quantity can be counted by using the
number of edge endpoints between the labels at u1, and also at ux, and we may set these two counts equal to
one another. However, we are not interested in |a´ b|; we will instead count just those labels of Γ-edges lying
between a and b. We see that, if between a and b on GiP we have ki edges of σi, then
k1 ` pk1 ` 1q ¨ pnl2 ´ 1q “ k2 ` pk2 ` 1q ¨ pnl1 ´ 1q,
k1 ` nl2 ` k1nl2 ´ k1 ´ 1 “ k2 ` nl1 ` k2nl1 ´ k2 ´ 1,
k1l2 “ k2l1.
Since l1 and l2 are relatively prime, we see that l2 divides k2. But k2 is some number of Scharlemann cycle
edges of σ2 lying in G
2
P between a particular pair of such Scharlemann cycle edges, and hence k2 ď l2 ´ 2
(i.e. k2 certainly doesn’t count the a-edge nor the b-edge of ux). Hence l2 could not possibly divide k2, a
contradiction. Thus a pair of Scharlemann cycles in Λ can share at most one vertex.
Figure 5: The Γ-edges between a and b are counted for Corollary 3.3. In the Figure, k1 “ 2 and k2 “ 1.
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